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1.   INTRODUCTION

On 14 January 2000, a failure (GEO Incident No. MW2000/01/07) was noted to have
occurred on slope No. 11NW-A/FR84, above Kau Wah Keng Village, below Castle Peak
Road, Kwai Chung (Figures 1 and 2 and Plate 1).  The exact time of the failure is unknown.
Debris from the failure was transported along a natural stream course leading to Kau Wah
Keng Village.  There were no casualties as a result of the incident.

Fugro Maunsell Scott Wilson Joint Venture (FMSW), the 1999 Landslide
Investigation Consultants, commenced a detailed study of the failure in January 2000 for the
Geotechnical Engineering Office (GEO), Civil Engineering Department (CED) under
Agreement No. CE 101/98.

The key objectives of the detailed study were to document the observations and facts
about the incident, present relevant background information and establish the probable causes
of the failure.  The scope of the study comprised site inspections, detailed site mapping,
limited ground investigation, desk study and analysis.  Recommendations for follow-up
actions are reported separately.

This report presents the findings of the detailed study, which comprised the following
key tasks:

(a) review of relevant documentary records relating to the site
history and the sequence of events leading to and following
the slope failure,

(b) aerial photograph interpretation (API),

(c) mapping of the failure scar,

(d) limited ground investigation works,

(e) analysis of rainfall data, and

(f) diagnosis of the probable causes of the slope failure.

2.   SITE DESCRIPTION AND DEVELOPMENT

2.1   Site Description

Slope No. 11NW-A/FR84 is located below Castle Peak Road about 150 m to the
northeast of Kau Wah Keng Village (Figure 1).  The feature, which comprises a fill slope
portion and a retaining wall, was formed by filling over the valley and natural stream course
at this location to provide support to Castle Peak Road.  The fill slope portion is about 16 m
high by 50 m long with a maximum depth of fill of about 9 m.  The concrete retaining wall,
which runs along the toe and southern portion of the fill slope, is about 70 m long with a
maximum height of 6.5 m (Figure 2).
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The fill portion has been formed in 2 batters, each about 8 m high and separated by a
1.5 m wide berm.  Each batter is covered with vegetation and mature trees and dips
southwestwards at a gradient of 1 in 1.6 (32°).  Surface drainage channels traverse the
mid-portion of each batter, the intermediate berm and the toe of the fill slope (Figures 2
and 3).

In accordance with the record drawings, the retaining wall along the toe and southern
portion of the fill slope comprises two types of construction, namely a mass concrete gravity
wall and a reinforced concrete L-shaped retaining wall.  The retaining wall along the southern
flank and in the central portion of the toe of the fill slope is of mass concrete construction,
while the remaining sections are reinforced concrete L-shaped retaining walls.

A squatter hut is located at the toe of the retaining wall to the southeast of the stream
course (Figure 2).  The resident of the squatter hut recollected that the incident occurred in
early 1999 (Section 3.3).

Construction activities along Castle Peak Road above the crest of the subject slope at
the reported time of observing the incident included slope works under the Landslide
Preventive Measures (LPM) Programme under CED Contract No. GE/98/10 (Figure 1).  From
site inspections carried out by FMSW, it is evident that the slope has not been affected by the
LPM works.

2.2   Water-carrying Services

A 900 mm diameter steel watermain passes through the upper portion of the fill slope
at a maximum depth of about 4 m below ground level  (Figures 2 and 3).  According to the
Water Supplies Department (WSD), the watermain supplies water under gravity feed from
Tsuen Wan Service Reservoir No. 1, at an elevation of 97.5 mPD, to Kau Wah Keng Pumping
Station.  The fractured section of watermain is located in the vicinity of a local low-point at an
elevation of about 66 mPD before the watermain rises to the Kau Wah Keng Balance Tank at
an elevation of about 91.4 mPD.  The section of the watermain within the fill slope is housed
in a leakage detection chamber that has three overflow pipes discharging into the surface
drainage channel traversing the mid-portion of the upper batter, details of which are shown in
Figures 2 to 4.

A 750 mm diameter steel stormwater drain passes along the base of the fill slope in the
central portion of the feature and discharges into the natural stream course below the retaining
wall at the toe of the fill slope.  This drain connects to a cross-road culvert beneath Castle
Peak Road (Figures 2 and 3).

2.3   Maintenance Responsibility

According to the Slope Maintenance Responsibility Information System of the Lands
Department, the maintenance responsibility for slope No. 11NW-A/FR84 lies with the
Highways Department (HyD).
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Maintenance responsibility of the 900 mm diameter fresh watermain lies with the
WSD.  No records were found to identify the party responsible for maintenance of the leakage
detection system after its construction, but in accordance with the WSD it was not “handed
over to this Department for operation and maintenance”.  The WSD had no knowledge of the
existence of the chamber prior to the subject landslide incident.

The Drainage Services Department (DSD) is responsible for maintaining the cross-
road culvert and the 750 mm diameter stormwater drain.

2.4   Site History

2.4.1   General

The history of the site has been established through API, together with a review of
documentary records.  The salient information is summarised below and illustrated in
Figures 5 to 7.  A more detailed account of the API is presented in Table 1.

2.4.2   History of Development

In accordance with documentary records, the feature was formed in association with
filling works along Castle Peak Road.  Plans from the HyD of proposed widening and
realignment works for Castle Peak Road, dated 1953, show the feature to comprise a 60 m
wide by 20 m high fill slope supported by a 18 m long toe wall founded at an elevation of
about +50 mPD (Figure 5).

The 1959 aerial photographs show an area of fill in the central portion of the
present-day slope No. 11NW-A/FR84.  In the 1963 aerial photographs, Castle Peak Road has
been realigned and widened into a two-lane dual carriageway.  The area of fill identified in
the 1959 aerial photographs does not appear to have been extended significantly, but a small
retaining wall can be seen at the toe of the fill slope, which was not observed in previous
photographs.  The 1963 aerial photographs also show a linear feature, characterised by a
lighter tone, between the crest of the fill slope and the footpath, which suggests the possibility
that the watermain located within the crest of the fill slope was installed during this period.
No records relating to the date of installation of the watermain were found in the file search of
the WSD’s records.

In the 1978 aerial photographs, the fill slope portion was covered with rigid surface
protection and surface drainage channels were constructed, possibly because of instability
first noted in the 1974 aerial photographs (Section 2.4.3).  In addition, the entire verge at the
crest of the slope has a bright tone, suggesting recent slope works.  The October 1982 aerial
photographs show that the feature has been modified to its current configuration and that the
fill portion was covered with grass.  Between 1982 and 2000, the aerial photographs shows
that the vegetation on the slope becomes denser and comprises mostly trees.

The feature was referenced as slope No. 11NW-A/F9 in the 1977/78 Catalogue of
Slopes.  The field sheet prepared by Binnie and Partners (B&P), dated May 1977, recorded
the fill slope as being about 20 m high by 40 m long and standing at an angle of 35° to the
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horizontal.  Slope No. 11NW-A/F9 is recorded as an old slope in the GEO’s Slope
Information System (SIS), which is located in the central portion of the present-day slope
No. 11NW-A/FR84 (Figure 5) and has similar dimensions to that recorded in the B&P field
sheet.

In 1977/78, B&P carried out a Phase II – Detailed Study for slope No. 11NW-A/FR9
(Section 2.5.1).  In the design report, the feature boundary and location was as that depicted
for slope No. 11NW-A/F9 in the SIS database.  Plans and cross-sections in the report show
slope No. 11NW-A/FR9 to comprise a 40 m wide by 33 m long by 20 m high fill slope
portion, supported by a 2 m high mass concrete wall along the toe of the fill slope (Figures 5
and 6).  The investigation found the feature to be substandard and recommended that it be
upgraded, following which the fill slope and retaining wall were modified to the current
configuration under the LPM Programme between 1981 and 1982 (Section 2.6).

The subject slope was inspected in October 1995 under the “Systematic Identification
and Registration of Slopes in the Territory” (SIRST) project, and was registered as slope
No. 11NW-A/FR84 (Section 2.5.2).

2.4.3   Past Instability

The fill slope portion shows evidence of previous instability in the aerial photographs
taken in 1959, 1963, 1967, 1972, 1974, 1980 and 1982 (Figure 7).  Of these, the scars noted in
1959, 1963, 1967 and 1982 appear to be predominantly associated with erosion.  However,
the scar noted in the 1974 aerial photographs affected the western flank of the fill slope and
may have involved a degree of mass displacement.  The majority of the scars were located at
the crest of the northwest and central portions of the fill slope.

Two distinct scars are noted on the aerial photographs taken on 9 December 1999 and
on 11 December 1999 (Plates 2 & 3), which correspond to the main scar and lower scar
observed by FMSW in January 2000 (Section 3.2 and Figure 7).  These scars were not present
in the aerial photographs taken on 8 February 1999, which indicates that the incident occurred
sometime between February and December 1999.  This is consistent with the squatter living
below the fill slope, who stated that the failure occurred in early 1999 (Section 3.3).  Based on
the aerial photographs, the main scar appears to be limited in extent to the slope area between
the berm and U-channel in the upper batter of the fill slope, which was severed by the time
the slope was first inspected by FMSW in January 2000.  This indicates that further
significant instability could have occurred between December 1999 and January 2000.

2.5   Previous Studies

2.5.1   Binnie & Partners Study (1978)

The slope was assessed by B&P in 1978/79 (Binnie, 1978), at which time it was
referenced as slope No. 11NW-A/FR9 (Section 2.4.2).  As part of the study, ground
investigation works comprising two trial pits and one drillhole were carried out.  The drillhole
was located at the crest of the slope and identified granitic fill to a depth of 9.6 m below
ground level.  A total of seven insitu dry density tests were undertaken in the trial pits at
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depths of between 0.3 m and 1.9 m, which indicated very loose fill with dry densities in the
range of 0.94 Mg/m3 to 1.19 Mg/m3.  Two piezometers were installed in the drillhole, with
one piezometer tip positioned at the base of the hole at a depth of 11.5 m below ground level
and the other positioned at the interface between the fill and the original ground level at a
depth of 9.6 m.  Groundwater monitoring was carried out between March 1978 and April
1979.  The highest recorded water level occurred at the original ground level.  The report did
not mention whether piezometer buckets had been installed.

The study identified that both the fill slope and the retaining wall were sub-standard
with regard to slope stability and sliding stability respectively and were in need of upgrading.
The following recommendations were made:

(a) provide suitable subsurface and surface drains to control
runoff and rises in the groundwater level,

(b) recompact the surface 3 m of fill to reduce the risk of
liquefaction failure,

(c) regrade the slope to a gradient of 1 on 1.7 (30°) to improve
the factor of safety against slip failure,

(d) raise the retaining wall at the slope toe by 2 m to
accommodate regrading works,

(e) place grass by hydroseeding on the recompacted slope
surface to reduce erosion, and

(f) inspect and maintain the culvert at the base of the slope to
ensure it does not become blocked.

The report also identified that water-carrying services, including a 0.9 m diameter
watermain, lay at the crest of the slope.  Recommendations to “Relay services and mains
(including the 900 mm water mains) in drained channels in accordance with the Independent
Panel Report” were made in B&P’s report.  The 750 mm diameter stormwater drain was
noted as being in satisfactory condition and recommendations were made for regular
inspection and maintenance only.

More intensive ground investigation works, comprising 3 drillholes and 34 trial pits,
were carried out between November 1979 and July 1980 under PWD Contract No. 416/79 as
part of the detailed design for slope upgrading works (Enpack, 1979 & 1980).  Insitu density
tests in the trial pits gave a range of dry densities between 1.28 Mg/m3 and
1.41 Mg/m3 for the top 2.5 m thick layer of fill.  The drillholes identified fill to a maximum
depth of 8 m and 3.7 m at the crest and toe of the slope respectively (Figure 6).

2.5.2   SIFT and SIRST Studies

In mid-1992, the GEO initiated a consultancy agreement, entitled “Systematic
Inspection of Features in the Territory” (SIFT), to search systematically for slopes not
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included in the 1977/78 Catalogue of Slopes and to update information on previously
registered features, by studying aerial photographs and limited site inspections.  The slope
was categorised as a Class B2 feature, i.e. “Assumed to have been checked by GEO (assumed
formed post 1977) or Housing Department or studied to Stage 2 or equivalent”.  The SIFT
report also had the following remarks “Road continually upgraded since before 1945, main
fill deposited prior to 1978.  Between 1980 and 1984, drainage was added”.

In 1994, the GEO commenced a consultancy agreement, entitled “Systematic
Identification and Registration of Slopes in the Territory” (SIRST), to systematically update
the 1977/78 Catalogue of Slopes and to prepare the New Catalogue of Slopes.  The GEO’s
consultants for the SIRST project inspected the slope on 9 October 1995 and reported no signs
of leaking services, slope distress or previous failure.  The concrete retaining wall at the slope
toe was noted to be in fair condition and seepage was observed near the wall toe.  No signs of
wall distress or previous failure were reported along the wall.

2.6   LPM Works

The slope was upgraded to the present-day configuration under the LPM Programme
between March 1981 and April 1982.  These works were designed by B&P following their
detailed study in 1978 (Section 2.5.1).  The upgrading works comprised the recompaction of
the top 3 m of fill on the slope and construction of a new retaining wall at the slope toe
(Figure 3).  The 0.9 m diameter watermain at the crest of the slope was encased in a new
concrete trough that was intended to act as a leakage detection system (Figure 4).  The trough
comprised three separate sections, each with an overflow pipe discharging to the slope
drainage channel at the mid-height of the upper batter.  No details were shown on the record
drawings as to how the overflow pipes were to connect to the trough.  The finished slope
surface was vegetated by means of hydroseeding.

2.7   Slope Inspections

2.7.1   Fill Slope Inspections by Binnie and Partners

In 1993, the GEO initiated a programme of inspection of 122 fill slopes
re-constructed in or before 1981.  The purpose of the project was to review the slope surface
conditions, conditions of slope drainage systems, access problems, maintenance
responsibilities, and assess the need for special monitoring and remedial works.  It was also
intended to identify possible areas for improvement or modifications in future designs.  All of
the 122 fill slopes, including the subject slope, were inspected by B&P during the period of
May 1983 to January 1984.  The inspection for the subject slope noted that the feature was in
moderate condition, with very few defects that were of a minor nature.

2.7.2   Inspections by the Highways Department

The HyD has been undertaking slope inspections and maintenance work for slope
No. 11NW-A/FR84 since 1995.  Some record photographs showing the slope condition as
observed in the course of Engineer Inspection (EI) and Routine Maintenance Inspections
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(RMI) are enclosed in Appendix A.  The EI and RMI reports referred to the feature as slope
No. 11NW-A/F9, the boundary of which is larger and located further to the northwest of the
present-day slope in reports prior to 1999  (Figure 5).  Key observations are discussed below.

In December 1995, the first Engineer Inspection of the feature was undertaken by
Fugro Mouchel Rendel Joint Venture (FMR), the consultants appointed by the HyD for a
project entitled “Roadside Slope Inventory and Inspections” to carry out Engineer Inspections
of about 4 000 HyD’s slopes.  The feature was referenced as slope No. 11NW-A/F9 in the
inspection report and the feature boundary was as that depicted in the HyD’s files (Figure 5).

The Engineer Inspection report identified that the full extent of the slope to be
inspected and maintained had not been established and that the feature was “…a HyD defined
“Cannot be Located” slope”.  The fill slope was classified as being in a good state of overall
maintenance, although it was noted that the drainage channels and catchpits were blocked.
The retaining wall at the toe of the fill portion of the feature does not appear to have been
inspected during the EI as no details were recorded in the EI report.

RMI and Routine Maintenance Works (RMW) have been undertaken at between six
month and yearly intervals from 1996 onward.  The first recorded RMI was undertaken on
1 November 1996, and record photographs attached to the inspection report showed strong
water flow discharging from one of the overflow pipes connected to the leakage detection
chamber (Appendix A, Plate A).  The RMI report noted the following:

(a) many of the surface drainage channels were cracked and
badly choked and some had been severed in places,

(b) extensive voiding was present behind the small upstand wall
along the toe of the lower batter indicating erosion and/or
lateral movement of the upstand wall, and

(c) loose and wet areas of the slope surface were observed.

Based on the above, an immediate EI was identified as being necessary, but no records
of the recommended EI having been carried out could be located in this study.  Subsequent
RMI’s conducted in April 1997, November 1997, April 1998 and January 1999 made no
recommendations for conducting an immediate EI.

In accordance with the RMI report, maintenance works to the slope and retaining wall,
including the clearance of blocked channels and repair of damaged or cracked channels, were
reportedly completed on 15 March 1997.

The next RMI in April 1997, identified very similar signs of distress across the feature
as noted in the previous RMI.  In particular, severed drainage channels and extensive voiding
behind the upstand wall were still reported.  There was no record of strong water flows
discharging from the overflow pipe from the leakage detection chamber as noted in the
previous RMI.  The corresponding RMW to the observed distress was reported to have been
completed by 23 September 1997.
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RMI undertaken in November 1997 and April 1998, again identified cracked and
blocked channels.  According to the recorded observations and photographs taken as part of
these inspections, the defects observed in April 1997 had previously been repaired.  In
particular, the extensive voiding to the upstand wall had been backfilled and a shotcrete apron
constructed at the upslope portion.

The RMI of 14 January 1999 noted that apart from some unplanned vegetation and
debris blocking the drainage channels, there were no obvious signs of distress that could be
identified.  The corresponding RMW were noted as being complete by 19 March 1999.
Record photographs attached to the inspection report indicated slight seepage from one of the
overflow pipes and on the slope surfaces in the lower batter.

2.7.3   Inspections by the Water Supplies Department

According to the WSD, the watermain has been included in the list of pipes for leakage
detection under WSD Contract No. 16/WSD/97.  An acoustic detection test carried out on the
watermain on 25 March 1999, under the supervision of Maunsell Consultants Asia Ltd. and
Camp Dresser & Mckee International Inc. (M & CDM), indicated that the watermain was in
“normal/satisfactory situation with no leaks existing”.  M & CDM did not report any
irregularities following their visual inspection of the slope carried out on 21 July 1999.

3.   THE LANDSLIDE INCIDENT

3.1   General

In late December 1999, the villagers of Kau Wah Keng Village observed an unusually
high sediment content in the water flowing along the service channel through the village.
This had led to an accumulation of sand and mud partly blocking the service channel.  This
issue was brought to the attention of the District Office of Kwai Tsing.  The complaint was
then forwarded to the Resident Site Staff for the LPM works being undertaken by Scott
Wilson Hong Kong Limited (SW) under Contract No. GE/98/10 above Castle Peak Road
(Figure 1).  In response to the complaint, the upstream area of the Kau Wah Keng Village was
inspected.  During the inspection, which was undertaken on 14 January 2000, it was noted
that the central portion of the upper batter of slope No. 11NW-A/FR84 had failed (Figure 2
and Plates 1 & 4).  Based on observations made during SW’s inspection, the failed area was
about 15 m long by 5 m wide by 2.5 m deep.  At the time of inspection, it was noted that a
large quantity of water was discharging into the failed portion of slope from the 900 mm
diameter watermain exposed below the main scar (Plates 5 and 6).

3.2   Field Mapping of Distress

FMSW first inspected the site on 26 January 2000, at which time the 900 mm diameter
watermain had been repaired.  A further inspection was made on 9 March 2000, to undertake
detailed mapping of the distressed slope.  The details of field mapping are presented in
Figures 7 and 8.  Field mapping identified that the incident observed by SW comprised a large
depression with steep sub-vertical sides (hereafter referred to as the main scar), that measured
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17 m long by 8 m wide by 4 m deep (maximum), which indicates that the failure may have
enlarged slightly since SW’s original inspection on 14 January 2000.  It is estimated that the
volume of material originating from the main scar was about 300 m3.

The width of the main scar narrowed towards the base, where a large subsurface void
of about 1.5 m in diameter was identified (Plate 7).  It was evident that the void extended
further downslope and significant surface distress was noted along the base of the lower batter
below and to the west of the main scar (Figure 7).  This took the form of two voids and
associated surface distress, one located below the main scar (Plate 8) and the other located
some 15 m to the west (Plate 9).  In the vicinity of these voids, there was evidence of surface
washout/erosion.  Also, the small upstand wall along the toe of the lower batter had tilted
outwards over a length of about 15 m (Plate 10).  Slope wash material had been deposited
along the crest of the retaining wall indicating that large volumes of water had discharged
from the surface voids and cascaded over the top of the wall, carrying material with it.

Based on the spatial relationship between the mouth of the void in the main scar and
the voids and distress observed downslope, it is apparent that the two areas of distress are
linked.  On this basis, it is estimated that the total disturbed area measured 28 m long by
20 m wide with an overall disturbed volume of about 700 m3, assuming an average depth of
between 2 m and 3 m.  Cross-sections through the disturbed slope are presented in Figure 8.

With the exception of a small shallow scar immediately upslope of the main scar, there
did not appear to be any signs of major instability within the feature, pedestrian walkway or
Castle Peak Road.

The retaining wall at the base of the slope was inspected for signs of distress.  The
weepholes along the wall were blocked, except for a few along the bottom row.  Some
hairline cracks were noted over the face of the wall.  Overall, the condition of the wall
appeared to be fair.

Inspection of the watermain and concrete trough exposed at the crown of the main scar
showed that repair works had recently been carried out.  A U-shaped hole of about 150 mm in
diameter was present at the bottom of the trough (Plate 11).  This hole is located at a
construction joint in the trough approximately below the repaired portion of the watermain.
The hole appeared old and exposed corroded reinforcement.  Sub-vertical striations were
evident on the exposed concrete surface of the hole, suggesting that mechanical action was
probably used to form the hole.

FMSW were advised by the WSD that the U-shaped hole in the bottom of the concrete
trough was present when they first inspected the site on 14 January 2000, following the report
of the burst watermain.  The WSD further noted that no complaints/reports on leakage of the
900 mm diameter watermain were received preceding the incident.  No records were found in
the WSD’s files to show the construction details of the foundation to the watermain.

Another hole was observed at the eastern end of the concrete trough.  This was a
square hole about 250 mm wide that had been formed in the upstand wall to the concrete
trough to provide an outlet connection to the overflow pipe (Plate 12).  Inspection of the hole
identified corroded reinforcement and that the internal sides of the hole were relatively
smooth indicating that the hole had probably been formed by boxing out the section during
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the original concreting works.  The outside face of the upstand wall was also smooth and had
no reinforcement projecting from it.  A section of concrete drainage pipe lay on the floor of
the main scar below the hole, which was probably the section of pipe that used to connect into
the concrete trough.  Inspection of the pipe end that probably used to connect to the trough
revealed that the joint had been formed by inserting the pipe into the outlet hole and forming a
concrete haunch at the junction between the two.  No evidence of a positive key to ensure a
water-tight joint could be identified.  As noted above (Section 2.6), the detailing of the joint
was not shown in the record drawings.

3.3   Events Following the Incident

After identifying the incident, SW immediately reported the broken watermain to the
WSD for urgent action.  An inspection team from the WSD visited the site on 14 and
15 January 2000.  They noted a 100 mm long crack along the edge of a welded joint in the
lower quarter of the pipe on the downslope side of the watermain (Plates 13 and 14).  The
pipe was reported to be in sound working condition in general and the edges of the crack were
recorded as being rough and relatively fresh.  Remedial works, comprising the repair of the
fracture and formation of a mass concrete buttress to support the concrete trough, were
completed on 15 January 2000 (Plate 15).

FMSW interviewed the resident of a squatter hut located at the toe of the retaining wall,
below the area of the distressed fill slope.  The resident of the squatter hut, who claimed to
have resided there since 1984, recalled seeing a large quantity of water and debris cascading
over the top of the retaining wall in early 1999, but could not give precise details as to the
volume and nature of flow involved.  He reported that the flow of water over the retaining
wall continued until January 2000, when it stopped abruptly.

Following the incident, FMSW interviewed the village representative from Kau Wah
Keng Village, during which information came to light regarding details of the service channel
flowing through the village.  In accordance with the village representative, the service channel
was constructed along the line of an existing stream course between 4 and 5 years ago, at
which time only moderate stream flow had been observed along the channel.  Sometime after
the completion of the service channel the flow condition increased, such that it was strong
enough to sweep away rubbish and waste in the channel.  Following the repair of the broken
watermain by the WSD on 15 January 2000, the villagers observed that the flow condition
had reduced significantly.

In mid-May 2000, the HyD carried out repair works to the distressed slope.  These
works were substantially completed by 26 July 2000.  The main scar was backfilled with rock
fill and concrete was pumped into the erosion voids at the bottom of the main scar.  The
distressed slope surfaces were protected by shotcrete after removal of loose debris.  The
broken U-channels on the slope and at the toe were re-constructed and the overflow pipes
were reinstated (Plate 16).
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4.   SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS

4.1   Geology

With reference to the published geological map (GEO, 1986), the site is underlain by
Mesozoic fine-grained granite (Figure 9).  Coarse-grained granite outcrops in the areas to the
northwest and southeast of the site and superficial debris flow deposits cover the area to the
south.  The geology of the site is not considered to have been significant in the incident.

4.2   Ground Investigation

4.2.1   Previous Ground Investigation and Groundwater Monitoring

Previous ground investigation works, comprising a total of 4 drillholes and 36 trial pits
were carried out between 1978 and 1980 as part of the detailed study undertaken by B&P
(Figure 10).  Details of these works are discussed in Section 2.5.1.

4.2.2   Present Ground Investigation

Investigation works under the current study comprised 5 trial pits and 80 GCO probe
tests, the locations of which are shown in Figure 10.  Trial pit logs are provided in
Appendix B.

Trial pits were excavated to investigate the type, nature and thickness of materials at
various locations over the slope.  Bulk samples were collected from the trial pits to enable
Proctor tests, soil classification and index tests to be undertaken.  In-situ density tests were
also performed in the trial pits.

A total of 8 in-situ density tests were undertaken within the 3 m thick re-compacted
cap of fill material.  The test results indicate that the degree of compaction in this zone is over
95%.  A total of 3 in-situ density tests were undertaken in the old fill layer beneath the 3 m
thick re-compacted cap.  The test results indicate that the degree of compaction of the
underlying old fill is between 83% and 90.5%.  There is no significant difference in nature
between the re-compacted fill and the old fill in terms of moisture content, plasticity index
and particle size distribution from the samples tested.  A summary of the results is presented
in Table 2.

GCO probes were positioned around the failed/distressed area in an attempt to identify
the extent of the distressed zone associated with internal erosion. GCO probes were also
distributed across the remaining areas of the fill slope, considered to be unaffected by the
internal erosion associated with the leaking main, to establish the typical GCO probe blow
count versus depth profile.

A total of 80 GCO probe tests were undertaken, of which 39 tests reached refusal
(taken to be >100 blows per 100 mm) at a depth of <2.0 m.  Of the remaining 41 GCO probe
tests, 11 showed a strong indication of disturbance covering an area approximately 20 m wide
by 15 m long that lay between the main scar and the lower scar above the retaining wall
(Appendix C, Figures C2 and C3).  The portions of the slope outside this area do not seem to
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have been affected by erosion forces and the slope failure itself, but GCO probe Nos. GP6B
and AP14, located in the upper northwestern part of the fill slope by trial pit TP4, and
GCO probe Nos. AP12 and AP13, located in the southeastern part of the fill slope by trial pits
TP5 and TP2 respectively, did identify the possible local disturbance to depths of 3 m
maximum (Appendix C, Figure C4).

A CCTV survey was carried out through the 750 mm diameter stormwater drain
underlying the slope.  The stormwater drain was shown to be in reasonable condition by the
CCTV survey, with no evidence of significant cracking that could have led to a loss of fines
from the fill slope above.

5.   ANALYSIS OF RAINFALL RECORDS

The nearest GEO automatic raingauge No. N04 is located at Kwai Fong Lau, Cho Yiu
Estate, about 1 km to the west of the subject feature. The raingauge records and transmits
rainfall data at 5-minute intervals via a telephone line to the GEO.

In view of the fact that the exact date and time of the incident is uncertain, a detailed
rainfall analysis is not possible.  Instead, rainfall records have been analysed to determine the
monthly rainfall for the years 1996 to 1999 (Figures 11 and 12).

It can be seen from Figure 11 that at the time of RMI in 1996, there had been little
rainfall in the area for more than a month before the inspection.  Accordingly, the significant
discharge from the overflow pipe observed in the upper batter of the slope and wet slope
surface in the lower batter were unlikely to have been the result of surface infiltration from
rainfall.  Also, based on previous groundwater monitoring data this is unlikely to have been
due to a rise in the main groundwater table.  This suggests that the probable source of water
observed in the 1996 RMI was leakage from the watermain.

The monthly rainfall plots for the remaining years (Figures 11 and 12), show heavy
rainfall between the months of June and August ranging from a minimum of 700 mm in
June 1998 to a maximum of about 1150 mm in August 1999.

6.   POSTULATED SEQUENCE OF EVENTS LEADING TO FAILURE

Based on the evidence available, it is considered that the likely sequence of events
leading to the 2000 incident probably commenced with water from the leaking main entering
the body of the fill slope through the 150 mm diameter U-shaped hole in the floor of the
concrete trough.  As advised by the WSD, the hole was present when they first inspected the
watermain on 14 January 2000, shortly after the incident was reported.  The hole appeared to
be old and was located below the welded joint in the watermain where the fracture occurred,
but the reason for its presence is unknown.

As the bottom of the concrete trough was formed at about 4 m below ground level at
this location, water leaking through the hole in the trough would have penetrated into the
loose fill below the 3 m thick recompacted cap.  It is likely that the loose fill below the
recompacted cap was prone to internal erosion through the loss of fines.  Consequently, it is
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considered that over time the constant flow of water from the leaking main led to a degree of
settlement below the trough (Figure 13 (a)).

The settlement-induced void in the loose fill layer would have led to a loss of support
to the overlying material, causing the void to propagate upwards into the 3 m thick
recompacted fill layer through the localised collapse of unsupported material.  The lack of
support to the recompacted fill layer would eventually bring to bear increased stresses onto
the overflow pipe connecting to the leakage detection trough as the internal void enlarged
(Figure 13 (b)).  The additional stresses would cause the pipe joints and connections to open
and allow more water to leak into the body of the fill slope, thereby speeding up the
settlement and erosion processes (Figure 13 (c)).

Based on post-failure observations by FMSW of poor workmanship during
construction to the connection between the overflow pipe and the leakage detection trough, it
is unlikely that the connection between the two was watertight (Section 3.2), thereby
providing another outlet for leaking water to infiltrate into the fill slope.  Furthermore, the
poor detailing of the connection between the overflow pipe and the leakage detection trough
(Section 2.6) may have led to a concentration of stresses at this ‘weak’ connection and caused
the eventual detachment of the overflow pipe from the leakage detection trough
(Figure 13 (d)).  Based on the RMI undertaken by HyD, it is considered probable that this
occurred sometime between November 1996 and April 1997, because the significant water
flow noted in the November 1996 inspection was not referred to in the April 1997 inspection
report.  However, the WSD have doubts as to the validity of this postulation because this
would mean that the watermain had been leaking for a prolonged period of time.  This
postulation apparently contradicts WSD’s observations made of the pipe crack following the
2000 incident and information from the leakage detection test carried out by WSD’s
consultant on the watermain on 25 March 1999 (Section 7).

Following the collapse of the overflow pipe, all water leaking from the main would
have entered the body of the fill slope.  A photograph taken on 15 January 2000 by the WSD,
following the identification of the failed slope, shows water cascading out of the hole in the
concrete trough where the overflow pipe used to connect (Plate 6).  This constant, preferential
sub-surface flow probably resulted in an increased rate of internal erosion and the
development of erosion cavities and further surface distress at the toe of the fill slope
(Figure 13 (e)).

The blocked weepholes along the retaining wall at the toe of the slope, as observed by
FMSW (see Section 3.2), would have inhibited the leaking water from escaping through the
wall.  Water would have backed up behind the wall until it reached a level where it was able
to discharge out of the fill portion of the slope above the wall, causing surface distress.  This
would explain the reason for the distressed upstand wall observed at the toe of the fill slope
during RMI in November 1996 (Section 2.7.2).  Furthermore, it is possible that the stability of
the retaining wall may have been compromised by water backing up behind the wall to a level
higher than the design groundwater table.  In this respect, blockage of weepholes along the
retaining wall would have exacerbated the extent of distress that has occurred.

It is conceivable that the layer of dense recompacted fill material forming the roof
above the erosion cavity remained stable through arching effects, but as slope conditions
deteriorated through continued erosion over time, the stability of the roof reached limiting
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conditions of equilibrium and eventually collapsed (Figure 13 (f)).  The exact date at which
the underground cavity collapsed is unknown, but from desk study records and API, it
occurred sometime between July 1999 and December 1999.  Therefore, internal erosion of the
slope may have been ongoing for over two years.

Observations in December 1999, of unusually high sediment content in the service
channel by the residents of Kau Wah Keng Village suggest that the last stage of failure may
have been towards the end of 1999.  However, this increased sediment content may
alternatively have been related to construction activities associated with the LPM works
ongoing above Castle Peak Road.

7.   DISCUSSION

Based on the available information, it is probable that the failure of fill slope
No. 11NW-A/FR84 involved significant internal erosion of fill material leading to the
formation of a large sub-surface void and the eventual collapse of the near-surface materials.
This diagnosis is supported by the absence of landslide debris corresponding to the formation
of the failure scar.  Furthermore, the very extensive nature of the internal erosion formed
within the recompacted fill slope prior to the 2000 incident points to the fact that the water
source initiating the internal erosion had been present and operating for a prolonged period of
time.

Internal erosion is considered to have been the result of leakage from the 900 mm
diameter watermain located at the crest of the slope.  The watermain was housed in a concrete
trough constructed as part of slope upgrading works in 1982.  The trough was intended to act
as a leakage detection system with any leaking water being conveyed into the slope surface
drainage system via overflow pipes, but the presence of a sizeable hole at the base of the
trough would have created the potential for any leakage to infiltrate into the fill slope.

Based on a detailed review of the available documentary information, it is considered
possible that the watermain could have been leaking from as early as November 1996, when
significant water flows were observed from one of the overflow pipes during the first RMI by
the HyD.  The report prepared following the November 1996 RMI recommended that an
immediate EI be carried out, but no records of the recommended EI having been carried out
could be located in this study.  Moreover, no records were found to indicate that the
November 1996 leakage was repaired prior to the 2000 incident.  Subsequent RMI's
conducted in April 1997, November 1997, April 1998 and January 1999 made no reference to
and contained no details of water flowing from the overflow pipes and no recommendations
were made for conducting an immediate EI.

The WSD had expressed reservations as to the reliability of the observations of the
RMI’s undertaken by HyD for the feature, as well as the postulation of detachment of the
overflow pipe sometime between November 1996 and April 1997 leading to internal erosion
for a prolonged period of time (Section 6).  WSD suggested that the watermain could not have
been leaking for such a long time, as they considered it unreasonable to implicate that the
leakage detection work carried out by their consultant on 25 March 1999, reportedly using the
latest technology, had failed to detect the leakage.  WSD also noted that their consultant did
not report any irregularities following a visual inspection of the slope on 21 July 1999.
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Furthermore, WSD noted that at the time the leaking main was being repaired following the
2000 incident, the pipe was still in sound working condition in general and that the edges of
the crack were found to be rough and relatively fresh, from which they opined that the pipe
crack did not appear to them to be of 3 years of age.  However, as noted before, other
evidence collected during this study strongly points to the likelihood of leakage from the
watermain over a prolonged period of time.

The exact reason as to why the joint weld at the underside of the watermain became
open is not certain.  It is possible that differential settlement of the loose fill layer beneath the
surface 3 m recompacted fill induced tensile stresses at the bottom of the watermain where the
welded joint was pulled open.  Inadequate support to the watermain during construction of the
leakage detection chamber may also have been a possible contributory factor.

8.   CONCLUSIONS

Having regard to all the evidence and stakeholders’ views collected from this study, in
particular the photographic evidence of strong water flow from the leakage detection system
during maintenance inspection and significant internal erosion of the fill slope as revealed by
the post-failure ground investigations, it is postulated that the slope failure was most probably
a result of settlement and internal erosion of the fill material due to prolonged leakage from
the 900 mm diameter watermain buried in the upper batter of the slope.  The roof collapse
above the major subsurface erosion feature in the fill slope is considered to have occurred
sometime between July 1999 and December 1999.

The slope was previously upgraded under the LPM Programme in 1982, during which
time the slope was re-profiled to a shallower gradient and the top 3 m of fill was recompacted.
As part of the LPM works, the watermain at the crest of the slope was encased in a concrete
trough as part of the leakage detection system.

Discharge from the leakage detection system was observed during a Routine
Maintenance Inspection by the Highways Department in November 1996.  The effects of
leakage were exacerbated by the presence of a 150 mm diameter hole in the bottom of the
concrete trough below the watermain.  Poor detailing of the concrete trough, i.e. inadequate
connection between the overflow pipe and the outlet in the trough, probably also played a role
in the failure by allowing additional concentrated water ingress into the fill slope.

The exact reason as to why the welded joint at the underside of the watermain became
open is not certain.  It is possible that differential settlement of the loose fill layer beneath the
3 m recompacted fill cap induced tensile stresses at the bottom of the watermain where the
welded joint was pulled open.  Inadequate support to the watermain during construction of the
leakage detection chamber may also have been a possible contributory factor.
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Table 1- Record of Aerial Photographs Studied (Sheet 1 of 4)

Year Photograph
Reference No.

Altitude
(feet)

Observations
(Refer to Figure 7)

1959 Y4617, Y4618 40000 Castle Peak Road has been constructed as a
single-lane dual carriageway.  Fill is noted below the
road in the location of the present-day slope No.
11NW-A/FR84.  At this time, the slope shows
indications of filling by end tipping (i.e. little or no
compaction) over an existing drainage line.  An
apron/verge is noted between the road edge and the
crest of the slope.  The verge has a bright tone, which
may suggest recent activity such as excavation and/or
filling in this area.  The fill slope appears to be
covered with thin vegetation and a small
erosion/landslide scar is noted at the crest of the
northwest part of the slope.

1963 Y8773, Y8774 3900 Castle Peak Road is now a two-lane dual
carriageway.  The fill slope does not appear to have
been extended significantly.  A small retaining wall
is noted at the toe of the fill slope.  Three small
erosion/landslide scars are noted near the crest and
mid-slope portions of the slope.  Rill erosion is noted
on the mid-slope scar suggesting a mainly
erosion-type failure. A linear feature, characterised
by a bright tone, is noted between the crest of the fill
slope and the pedestrian walkway.  This may
represent buried services near the crest of the slope.

A prop-supported pipeline is noted below the road
about 130 m to the west northwest of the fill slope.
The pipeline may be connected to that observed
within the main scar, in January 2000.

1964 Y10961,
Y10962

2700 The entire slope cannot be seen on the photographs.
The vegetation on the slope appears to be denser.  A
small erosion/landslide scar is noted at the crest.

1967 Y13415,
Y13416

6250 As above.  An erosion/landslide scar is noted on the
filled slope to the south of the scar noted in 1963 and
1964.

1972 261, 262
272, 273

Unknown An erosion/landslide scar is noted in the northwest
corner of the slope.  Several boulders are also noted
on the slope below the scar.
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Table1- Record of Aerial Photographs Studied (Sheet 2 of 4)

Year Photograph
Reference No.

Altitude
(feet)

Observations
(Refer to Figure 7)

1973 5313, 5314 6000 Vegetation on the fill slope is denser.

1974 9781, 9782 12500 An erosion/landslide scar is noted along the western
margin of the slope.  The crest of the scar is located at
the crest of the slope.

1976 14674,
14675,
14676

2000 The scar noted in 1974 is still apparent on the western
margin of the slope.  The upper portion of the scar is
still exposed and several boulders can be seen towards
the toe of the scar.  A linear feature, characterised by a
light grey tone, is noted between the crest of the slope
and the pedestrian walkway, i.e. on the verge between
the slope and road.  The feature can be traced for the
full length of the fill slope crest.  It may represent
buried services as noted in 1963.

1977 20247, 20248 4000 The vegetation on the slope is now denser and includes
trees, except within the area of the scar noted in 1974
and 1976.  The upper portion of the scar is still
exposed but the trial is covered with grass.

1978 23986, 23987 4000 The slope has been covered with surface protection,
i.e. chunam/gunite or shotcrete.  Two down channels
and two mid-slope, herringbone surface drains are
located on the slope surface.  Some trees are also noted
along the southern part of the slope toe and at the
transition zone with the natural slope at the northern
boundary.  It is not clear (due to the angle of the
photographs) if the slope is supported by a retaining
wall.  The entire verge at the crest of the fill slope has
a bright one, suggesting recent alteration in association
with the slope works.

1980 30145, 30146 4000 A retaining wall is noted at the slope toe (and was
probably part of the slope in 1978).  A linear feature,
characterised by a bright tone, is noted along the full
length of the verge at the fill slope crest.  This may
suggest that the buried services have been altered.
Some vegetation has grown through the surface cover
of the slope.

1980 32850, 32851 4000 As above.  An area of slope in the northwest portion of
the slope is characterised by a bright tone, which
suggests   that   the  slope   has   been  repaired  in  this
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Table1- Record of Aerial Photographs Studied (Sheet 3 of 4)

Year Photograph
Reference No.

Altitude
(feet)

Observations
(Refer to Figure 7)

1980
cont.

location.  Part of the repaired surface coincides with
the location of the scar first noted in 1974.  Above
this, and for the entire length of the slope, the verge
also has a bright tone.

1981 39103, 39104 10000 Slope works are on going at the fill slope.  A
retaining wall is under construction along the toe and
eastern margin of the slope.  The retaining wall has
been erected at the previous slope toe.  The previous
slope appears to be unchanged apart from the
construction of the wall (i.e. it is still covered with
surface protection).  A temporary fence has been
erected at the slope crest (denoting the site
boundary).

1982 44560, 44561 10000 Slope No. 11NW-A/FR84 has been constructed to its
present-day configuration.  The surface contains
drainage channels and is covered with grass.  A small
area, characterised by a light tone, is noted at the
centre of the southern part of the slope near the slope
crest, which may represent a small erosion scar.  An
area, characterised by a light grey tone is noted on
the northern side of a central down channel, i.e. close
to the main scar of the 1999 landslide.  This may
represent surface instability but the quality of the
high level photographs prevents detailed examination
of the feature.

1983 52148, 52149 10000 The scar features described above are no longer
apparent.

1984 57018, 57019 4000 No obvious changes.  A patch of low vegetation
noted in the northwest corner of the slope.

1985 A2689, A2690 15000 The vegetation on the slope is denser.

1986 A6299, A6300 4000 As above.

1988 A14708, A14709 4000 The slope is uniformly covered with dense
vegetation, including trees, except for a relatively
bare patch on the slope above the culvert outlet, i.e.
along the toe of the centre of the slope.

1990 A20940, A20941 4000 The vegetation on the slope is denser.
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Table1- Record of Aerial Photographs Studied (Sheet 4 of 4)

Year Photograph
Reference No.

Altitude
(feet)

Observations
(Refer to Figure 7)

1990 A23579, A23580 4000 As above.

1991 A27504, A27505 4000 As above.

1991 A27635, A27636 4000 No obvious changes.

1992 A30457, A30458 4000 The vegetation on the slope is denser.

1992 A32840, A32841 4000 As above.

1993 CN4779, CN4780 5000 A small hut (squatter) noted at the slope toe.

1995 CN12268,
CN12269

10000 No obvious changes.

1996 CN16195,
CN16196

10000 No obvious changes.

1997 CN17282,
CN17283

4000 The vegetation on the slope is noticeably denser.

1998 CN20689,
CN20690

3500 Stereo pair not available.  The vegetation on the
slope is denser.

1998 CN21255,
CN21256,
CN21257

4000 The vegetation on the slope is denser.

1999 CN25420,
CN25421

8000 Two erosion/landslide scars are noted on the fill
slope, which correspond to the main scar and lower
scar (noted at the toe of the western flank of the
slope) identified during the site inspection.  The main
scar appears to be limited in extent to the slope area
between the berm and the J-channel, which was
severed by the time that the slope was first inspected
by FMSW in January 2000.

1999 CN25316,
CN25317

4000 The angle of the photograph prevents detailed
examination of the two scars noted in the 09/12/99
photographs.  The main scar can be seen on one
photograph.  However, no further details are
discernible.
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摘要


檢查程式發現可能會阻止完全存取文件的問題。


		需要手動檢查: 0

		已通過手動檢查: 2

		未通過手動檢查: 0

		已略過: 14

		已通過: 11

		失敗: 5




詳細報告


		文件



		規則名稱		狀態		描述

		協助工具權限旗標		已通過		必須設定協助工具權限旗標

		純影像 PDF		已通過		文件不是純影像 PDF

		標籤化 PDF		已略過		文件是標籤化 PDF

		邏輯閱讀順序		已通過手動檢查		文件結構提供邏輯閱讀順序

		主要語言		已略過		文字語言已指定

		標題		已通過		文件標題顯示於標題列

		書籤		已略過		書籤存在於大型文件中

		色彩對比		已通過手動檢查		文件包含適當的色彩對比

		頁面內容



		規則名稱		狀態		描述

		標籤化內容		已略過		所有頁面內容皆已標籤化

		標籤化註解		已略過		所有註解皆已標籤化

		跳位順序		已通過		跳位順序和結構順序一致

		字元編碼		已略過		可靠的字元編碼已提供

		標籤化多媒體		已通過		所有多媒體物件皆已標籤化

		螢幕閃爍		已通過		頁面不會導致螢幕閃爍

		程式檔		已通過		沒有不可存取的程式檔

		限時回應		已通過		頁面不需要限時回應

		導覽連結		已通過		導覽連結不重複

		表格



		規則名稱		狀態		描述

		標籤化表格欄位		已通過		所有表格欄位皆已標籤化

		欄位描述		已通過		所有表格欄位都具有描述

		替代文字



		規則名稱		狀態		描述

		插圖替代文字		已略過		插圖要求替代文字

		嵌套的替代文字		失敗		無法讀取的替代文字

		與內容相關		已略過		替代文字必須與若干內容關聯 

		隱藏註解		失敗		替代文字不應隱藏註解

		其它元素替代文字		已略過		其它要求替代文字的元素

		表



		規則名稱		狀態		描述

		列		失敗		TR 必須為 Table、THead、TBody 或 TFoot 子元素

		TH 和 TD		失敗		TH 和 TD 必須為 TR 子元素

		表頭		已略過		表應有表頭

		規則性		已略過		表中每列必須包含相同的欄數，每欄必須包含相同的列數

		摘要		已略過		表中必須有摘要

		清單



		規則名稱		狀態		描述

		清單項目		失敗		LI 必須為 L 子元素

		Lbl 和 LBody		已略過		Lbl 和 LBody 必須為 LI 子元素

		標題



		規則名稱		狀態		描述

		適當的嵌套		已略過		適當的嵌套
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